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THIS STEREO VALVE OPTICAL compressor
was the Danish company’s first design and,
according to the Gyraf website, dates back to

1993. The GIII shares the same principles of other
Gyrafs in that it avoids the use of semiconductors and
op-amps in the audio circuits. The opto technology
used here is similar to that found in the Universal Audio
series of LA limiters, although this unit features a wider
range of control than models such as the LA-2A.

The GIII is a smartly constructed 2U device. A strong
pair of aluminium handles protrudes from the thick
front panel – these protect the controls as well as being
a convenient way of pulling items out of the rack. The
sturdy construction is unconventional, with case panels
attached to slotted frame elements with star-drive bolts,
which makes peering inside by nosey reviewers or
replacing the valves a tricky job. Construction is
apparently by hand – until now sales have been by
word-of-mouth (hence the ‘preliminary’ manual and
scratched-on serial number on this example).

The whole feel of the unit is of simplicity. Valves are
four 5814 dual triodes, which can be replaced with
common ECC82s. Rear connections are simply XLRs
for inputs and outputs for each channel, and an IEC
mains socket.

All controls affect both channels – this box cannot be
used as a dual channel compressor. Following my
review of the GII Recording Channel in the last issue
(V2.1, p34), those nice chaps in Denmark took me to
task for suggesting that the knobs were ‘cheap’.
Apparently they are very expensive Bakelite ones. They
are certainly very pleasant to use, if a little lightweight.

The larger knobs control input and output gain
levels, and have a lightly detented knurled feel to
them, while all the others rotate freely and
continuously, with just the right amount of light
damping. Rotating switches are provided for (hard-
wire) Bypass and Power, aiding the smart simplicity of

the front panel, which therefore features no toggle
switches or pushbuttons whatsoever.

On power up, the only visual indication of activity
is a fairly dim backlight on the large, clear VU meter,
and the meter moving to zero. The one VU represents
compression on both channels. Four smaller knobs
control Threshold, Ratio, and Attack and Release
times, and these are all uncalibrated, without even the
reference line marks that appear around the main level
knobs. The lack of calibration shouldn’t concern most
users: all the knob ranges are well chosen – wide
ranging yet finely-tunable.

In use, I found the character of the GIII shared
much of the enjoyable traits of Teletronix and
Universal Audio LA models, especially the non-linear
release. Compression is very smooth, yet open and
transparent. As a gentle programme limiter it is
excellent, promoting a big sound, but although faster
than LA units, being optical there is a limit to how fast
the Attack and Release can be set. So you will
struggle to make things really crunchy. Similarly, I
found it not often to my liking on real drums, as there
is none of the grainy roar one can achieve with a
Chandler TG1, 1176 or Fairchild set to their fastest
and heaviest extremes.

However, the ranges of Attack and Release are
certainly wider than you generally encounter with
optical compressors. The Ratio control at extreme left
is 1:1 or compression bypass, likewise with the
Threshold set at its highest (fully clockwise), no

compression takes place. The Ratio extends to a very
powerful limiting setting, but the most usable settings
are likely to be somewhere below 12 o’clock.

Using the Input level and juggling it with the wide-
ranging Threshold knob, it is possible to drive the
valve circuitry to a greater or lesser degree, although it
has to be pushed a very long way until the gentle
crunch of overloading valves occurs. As with the GII,
something odd happens at a very extreme setting:
with a low threshold, maximum ratio, fastest attack
and slowest release, the compressor sometimes ‘lets
go’ of the heavy compression intermittently, with a
strangely delayed compression effect, depending on
input signal. I’d have to show you...

Suffice to say, it doesn’t really occur in normal use,
I just like to push things to the max in the course of a
thorough investigation. The Gyraf boffins are aware of
this, but reason that to ‘solve’ it would mean
introducing more circuitry, reducing the sound quality,
or narrowing the ranges of adjustment. That would
lessen the possibilities, as you might want those
extreme positions on one knob when the other
controls are set more moderately. And I reckon that
just possibly, you might be able to use this effect
creatively... (You’d have to show us. Ed).

The real strength of this compressor is when
treating acoustic instruments and vocals. Think
Summit, Tubetech and Manley, rather than Joemeek,
dbx, 1176 or Fairchild; perhaps it is closest to the
antipodean Buzz Audio SOC 1.1. On acoustic guitar,
mandolin and suchlike, the transparency and clarity is
wonderful, while there is also a lovely warmth and
roundness. On vocals too, a big deep, clear sound is
achievable (in combination with a suitable singer,
microphone, and preamp, of course), the compressor
gently smoothing the signal.

This Gyratec is undoubtedly the very definition of
‘smooth’, and comes for a very modest outlay (about
12000 DK excluding VAT and shipping). However, I
would also add to the shortlist the Gyratec IV dual-mono
version which is in development, and the more Fairchild-
like Gyratec X vari-mu compressor, boldly designed with
a stunning central speedometer-style meter. ■
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Transparent, smooth compression; fantastic sound quality; large headroom; simple operation; wide
ranging yet finely-tunable controls.

No calibrations or numbers around the knobs; stereo-only operation; no separate left/right meters;
no meter switch.

George reviewed the Gyratec II in the last issue (V2.1, p34) and was impressed by the performance
of this recording channel device combining preamp, equaliser and compressor sections.

Other units in the
family include the
G9 dual tube mic
preamp, G10 vari-
mu stereo
compressor, G6
stereo +/- stereo
EQ, G8 stereo
passive EQ, and G4
dual mono optical
compressor.
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